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Arc travels is an online travel booking agency which provides Arc Travels reservation service for
long distance bus travel in Southern part of India, the company based at Coimbatore but covering a
number of destinations in Tamilandu and Kerala states.

Besides using online booking facility of Arc travels bus reservations, a traveler can do bookings in
any of their branch offices  functioning in 11 destinations in Tamilnadu and Kerala.

The bus traveler can make bookings throughArc Travelsbus reservation onlineby logging into their
portal, selecting the departure and arrival destinations, with the date of travel, when the Website
screen would give the possible ticketing opportunities. The traveler can then select the seat for
reservation and supply the travelerâ€™s personal information which would include the travelerâ€™s Mobile
Number and Email ID apart from name and address. Then the user is directed to the Payment
Gateway in which the fares for the particular travel can be paid with the help of Credit Card  or net
banking operations. Once the payment is through, the website gives the ticket and the passenger
has to take the print out of it for producing at the time of Arc Travels reservation bus travel.

Jaipur, the capital city of Rajasthan is reachable by Air or Rail and in fact those who go to Jaipur on
Holidays can choose Palace on Wheels sponsored by Indian Railways, however, for a budget
traveler and for those who love road travel, Jaipur Bus reservation is possible through a number of
travel agencies, who cover reliable and comfortable bus transport operators, who offer bus travel to
Jaipur from Delhi, Agra or other popular cities in North western part of the country. The very
noticeable part is that online ticket booking is possible for Jaipur Bus reservation through all popular
travel agency portals.

Not all the places in the country are connected by air or rail and some destinations one can reach by
road only, for instance Katra in Jammu and Kashmir is approachable by road only, although recently
they have introduced Air taxi service to this place from Jammu. Never the less, those who go to
Vaishno Devi Shrine, Katra Bus reservation from Jammu City or Srinagar City can be done online
by a traveler through most of the popular travel agencies, although a traveler can choose bus travel
from Delhi itself by making Katra Bus reservations through travel agencies, such as MakeMytrip.
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Lori Petty - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Arc Travels Bus Reservation. Get all possible information about a
Jaipur Bus Reservation and a Katra Bus Reservation. We also provide information about online Bus
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